Walk B7
Binsted, Stubbs Farm, South Hay circular

Start at Binsted Recreation Ground
Take short path to church and cross lane
Enter churchyard and follow path past the church and past Montgomery`s grave
Enter a field, continue to corner, turn right, then left
Cross field on well-defined path
Descend a few steps into a small valley, cross stream on a wooden bridge and
ascend a few steps on the far side [1]
Turn left and follow path past ponds on the left. It may be muddy in this area [2]
Where a major track is met, turn right and follow it uphill for a short distance
Turn left and climb the hanger up some steep steps [3]
At the top, turn left and follow the edge of the hanger until reaching a footpath sign
on the left
Turn left and descend the hanger on a set of steps, then a slope, then a further few
steps [4]
Cross the grassy valley bottom to a stile [5]
Cross the stile and head uphill across the field to reach the headland on the far side
[6]
Follow the headland path uphill to Stubbs Farm
Turn left and then right through the farmyard and follow metalled lane to its junction
with the lane at South Hay
Turn left and follow lane downhill. At the bottom, where the lane swings left, turn right
at a footpath sign and enter a field
Cross the field and climb the steep wooded bank on the far side [6] [7]
Enter a field at the top of the bank and either cross it straight ahead or turn right and
follow headland around
At Hay Place briefly join metalled track then turn left onto path. Cross one stile and
continue past the village hall to the starting point.

Risk assessment and general comments
This walk has two stiles and several steep steps. There are a couple of climbs and
one or two possible areas of mud
[1] Some care is needed descending and ascending the steps, which may be
slippery
[2] This area is often muddy, but it is generally possible to bypass the worst
[3] Steep steps but a short climb
[4] Descending steps needs care but they are in good condition
[5] The valley bottom can be very muddy
[6] The field can be muddy and wet
[7] This is a steep slope with no steps
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